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Northland takes a firm stance on marine pests
Active management of marine pests, and of pathways that spread them, are features of the combined Regional Pest
Management Plan and Pathways Plan proposed by the Northland Regional Council. Details are now being considered by
Councillors as they work their way through the submissions.
Sophia Clark of the Council outlined what is involved at the Partnership meeting. “The Pathways Plan further reduces the risk
of marine pests spreading in our region. It builds on the current Pest Management Strategy that listed specific marine pests.
The combined approach will target hull fouling as the vector. We will have sustained control of seven marine pests, and
there will be rules to limit their movement. Structure owners will be required to clean their areas of pests. What is specified
for vessels is that they must have no more than “light fouling”. If they exceed this threshold, they will not be welcome to
enter our region, or to move around within it. Northland has 17 harbours and Sabella has established only in Whangarei. We
want to keep it out of the rest.”
Sophia said that the proposals had been subject to a detailed cost benefit analysis. “We looked at the values of our coastal
marine area and the effects pests could have on those. We also examined the costs of control, both for the Council and for
other parties, such as increased costs for vessel owners. By controlling movement for vessels that exceeded Level of Fouling
2 there was more than $9 of benefit for every $1 of cost. Our Council proposes that the costs are met by the users. This
means a charge of $122 per year on every recreational berth and mooring, and $5,570 for each of the three commercial
wharfs. We are backing this up with extensive surveillance. Last summer we inspected over 1,000 boats and we are aiming
for 2,000 next summer.”

Pete’s Pondering
Partnership Annual Report 2016/2017
Coordinator Peter Lawless presented his annual report to the Partnership
meeting. He said that the team was involved in local, regional and national
workshops as invited and sustained active connections with both MPI and
councils in other regions.
The Partnership was represented on the four-year research project funded
by MBIE- “What’s at stake? Understanding the impacts of non-native
species in NZ’s changing ocean”. The aim of the project is to improve our
knowledge about the impacts that non-native species have in our marine
environments and of societal responses to them.
The team kept building networks within industry and this resulted in far
more early information on risk events to prevent incursions. Public
awareness was provided for with media releases, and through maintenance
of the website which was updated at least monthly. Four newsletters were
produced for stakeholders and the wider public consumption.
Coordination staff visited slipways and marinas in Wellington, Nelson,
Motueka and Picton. This allowed identification of new sources of
intelligence and opportunities to gather data on commercial vessels.
Articles were provided for yacht club and marina newsletters. New
biosecurity signs were installed at slipways and marinas throughout the
region.
Coordination staff trained marine farm transport operators in pest
identification, and this resulted in new infestations of Styela being
identified in Admiralty Bay.
An ongoing study conducted with support from Nelson and Waikawa travellift operators will help to build a large data set from which questionnaire
responses can be correlated with observed hull fouling. This project is
nearing completion.
The Incident Response Manual was revised and completed as per decisions
at the Management Committee. It is now operational and posted on the
website.
Seven incidents involving risks or incursions were recorded in the year to
date. These included:
1. Styela clava reported on mussel lines at Collingwood.
2. Just over a dozen Sabella spallanzanii were found in Tarakohe
Harbour.
3. Styela clava was found on mussel lines at Admiralty Bay.
4. Tory Channel Contractors reported that they had seen fanworm on a
vessel’s trim tabs in Picton, but dive survey showed this to be another
worm.
5. During a survey of 187 boats in the top of the south the TOS Marine
Biosecurity team found six vessels on the Abel Tasman coast that were
fouled with Styela clava. In all cases the boats were from Nelson, and
Styela was on the bottom of the keel.
6. A vessel in Nelson prior to travelling into the Fiordland area was found
to have small isolated populations of Sabella spallanzanii which were
removed by divers.
7. A vessel arrived in Nelson from Whangarei with one small Sabella
which was removed.

Regional update - Marlborough
A regular dive survey checking for Mediterranean fanworm was recently completed in May/June 2017. It targeted Picton
Marina, where 9 fanworm have been found and removed since November 2014, and across Waikawa Marina/Bay as a result of
the three infested vessels being detected over the same period.
No fanworm were found in Waikawa Bay but a single fanworm was found and removed from Picton Marina. It was small
(150mm) and assessed as being immature.
During a separate study being carried out by NIWA in March 2017 located in Nydia Bay, numerous Styela clava clubbed
tunicates were found in samples that originated from the seabed. This adds to the known regional distribution in that Styela
was detected in Duncan Bay in 2016, and now established in both Picton and Waikawa. The location details were provided
immediately to the mussel farming industry who are keeping a watch for it on-farm.

Undaria in Fiordland
The discovery of more invasive Undaria plants in the waters of Fiordland
has been described as a "kick in the guts", said Environment Southland
biosecurity manager Richard Bowman. He remained hopeful it could be
contained, but said: "It's a bit of a kick in the guts unfortunately, but we
have to move on and get on with it now."
Undaria plants have been found at a second location in Fiordland, raising
the possibility the invasive Asian seaweed may have spread further afield.
Sixteen Undaria plants have been found at Beach Harbour in Breaksea
Sound, Fiordland. It was the first significant find of Undaria outside the
Sunday Cove area of Fiordland which had been the subject of an intensive
search and destroy programme since 2010.
The Beach Harbour infestation was about 2km east of the Sunday Cove
site. "All plants were attached to a mooring line, and six of them were
reproductively mature, meaning they could have been releasing spores and
spreading the plant in the area," Bowman said.
Bowman said Undaria is an exotic plant from northern Asia which liked
living in sheltered and highly productive environments where it became
Japanese kelp Undaria pinnatifida
dominant and disrupted the normal functioning of an ecosystem. Bowman
said it could become dominant if it got onto a rocky coastline. "It's like
gorse on a hillside, it very quickly takes it over."
When Undaria was discovered at Sunday Cove at Breaksea Sound in 2010 a multi-agency response was swiftly launched and
hundreds of juvenile Undaria plants were found in the Sunday Cove area, but none elsewhere. An intensive removal
programme was undertaken and monitoring continues.
Bowman said the latest find was disappointing, but further information needed to be gathered before a final plan of action
was developed. The Undaria find was a reminder for all boat operators to be vigilant when coming into Fiordland.
Environment Southland had recently launched the Fiordland Marine Regional Pathway Management Plan which addresses
reducing the ways pests such as Undaria get into Fiordland. The plan requires all vessels entering within one nautical mile of
the landward boundary of the Fiordland Marine Area to abide by clean vessel, clean gear and residual seawater standards, as
well as hold a clean vessel pass.
- The Southland Times (abridged)

NZ biosecurity awards open now
Do you know someone or an organisation who has done something awesome for biosecurity in
New Zealand?
Maybe a community group you’re involved with has worked together to clear an algae-clogged
waterway. Perhaps your sailing club or marina has vigilantly adopted the ‘check, clean, dry’
process. Or your kids’ school is working on a project around border security and the role it plays
keeping us all safe from harmful pests and diseases.
Many people are making a positive difference to New Zealand’s biosecurity every day – in our
communities, businesses, government and in our backyards. That’s why MPI has launched the
inaugural New Zealand Biosecurity Awards to celebrate these efforts.
Biosecurity 2025 acknowledges that we are all part of a biosecurity team of 4.7 million – we all have
a role to play in protecting our livelihoods, lifestyles and unique environment.
You can find out everything you need to know about the Awards and how to apply at
www.mpi.govt.nz/new-zealand-biosecurity-awards.
Winners will be celebrated at an event at Parliament with Minister Nathan Guy. Entries need to be
in by 7 July 2017 so enter now!

The Biosecurity 2025 Direction Statement, launched by the Minister for Primary Industries Nathan Guy late last year, will
guide New Zealand’s biosecurity system through to 2025 and beyond.
The Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) is now leading a collaborative process to put together the detail on how to get
there. This process will develop the Biosecurity 2025 Implementation Plan to turn the Direction Statement into a reality.
To make it happen, MPI is setting up five Working Groups (one for each of the strategic directions) made up of
participants from across the biosecurity system. Each group will be tasked with developing a work plan that will set a
course of action for each strategic direction out to 2025. The individual plans will make up the Biosecurity 2025
Implementation Plan, which is expected to be completed by the end of this year.
The Working Group for Strategic Direction 1 (SD1): A biosecurity team of 4.7 million is the first working group to get
underway. That’s because SD1 is seen to be a key part of success in delivering the other four directions. It aims to make
every New Zealander a biosecurity risk manager and to get every business managing their own biosecurity risk.
Roger Smith, MPI’s Chief Operations Officer and chair of the Steering Group, which oversees the implementation process,
was delighted at the enthusiasm around the table so far.
“The work undertaken to date by the Steering Group and in the SD1 Working Group is evidence of partnership in action. It
is only by working together that we can successfully implement Biosecurity 2025,” says Roger.
“Everyone has a stake in the success of our country’s biosecurity system and the Implementation Plan will enable New
Zealanders to understand the relevance of biosecurity in our everyday lives.”
Find out more about Biosecurity 2025. Keep informed about what system participants are doing to make Biosecurity 2025
a reality. Check out the latest Biosecurity 2025: Making it happen newsletter. You can subscribe to it through MPI’s
website

www.marinebiosecurity.co.nz
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